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Abstract : We consider the evaluation of the matrix element for positron impact 
ionization of atomic hydrogen near threshold in the effective charge model wherein the Final 
state is a product of two Coulomb functions—one for the attractive electron-proton and the other 
for the repulsive positron-proton interaction. Since the normalization factor of the part of the 
wave function corresponding to the repulsive interaction vanishes exponentially at threshold, it 
was thought uptill now that the matrix element would be almost insignificant over a considerable 
portion of the energy interval near the threshold We however show that the effect of this 
exponentially vanishing normalization factor is appropriately compensated for. To illustrate the 
striking contrast of our new finding with the earlier view we have calculated the total cross 
section for the 'no-screening' case where we get a square threshold law against the exponentially 
vanishing result of Geltman.
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Near the threshold, a very few studies have been done so far on the positron impact 
ionization. In the present work, we address the problem of the evaluation of the matrix 
element for positron impact ionization of hydrogen atom near threshold in the general 
effective charge model where the final state is represented by two appropriate Coulomb 
functions—one for the attractive and the other for the repulsive interaction, with two 
effective charges as seen by the emerging electron and the positron. The effective charges 
which take account of the correlation effect should be chosen in conformity with the 
Rudge-Seaton condition [1]. They are in general, functions of the energies and directions of 
the emitted particles.
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So long it has been thought that on account of the exponentially vanishing 
normalisation factor due to the repulsive positron-proton interaction, the matrix element 
would be almost insignificant over a considerable portion of the energy interval near the 
threshold. If so, then an effective charge model would be inapplicable to the calculation of 
positron impact ionization cross section near the threshold since it would lead to the very 
unphysical result just mentioned. In contrast, we have shown how the effect of the 
exponentially vanishing normalisation factor is appropriately compensated for, thus giving 
justification for the application of an adequate effective charge model to positron impact 
ionization near the threshold.
The total cross section in atomic unit for positron impact ionization of the hydrogen 
atom may be written as
a  = (l/*o) JJ \M \2 d k ,d k 2 8 ( E - k f  1 2 - $ / 2 ), ; (l)
where M = (112n)  | l / r, -  l / r 12|v^,). ^  (2)
The properly normalised final state wave function y j  here, near threshold, is given by 
V f ( r i*r 2 ) = [(« i« 2 )1/2 e~noty I { l n )u l j x +
x ,F j (iff,;l; - i(* ,n  + * i r i)) x ,F i ( - ia 2;l; -*’( V 2 + *2-r 2)) <3)
and the normalised initial state wave function is
V, =  (1 / x U2) e - A' 2+*°r'. (4)
In (3) a , = z1/^ ] a n d a 2 = z2 f ^2* r i(r i )  anc* ^ 1(^2 ) are respectively the position 
vector and momentum of the positron (electron), k0 is the incident momentum, z\ and z2 are 
the effective charges seen by the outgoing positron and the electron.
The matrix element M at threshold is given by
M  = e~*a> [ a xa 2)m  (2V 2 jt2) ' '  x 1 (5)
with / = J e,k° r '~ i r * (1 / r, -1 / r12) r'~*2 Tl
x ,F ,( -  ia,;l;i(A:Ir1 + * ,.r ,))  X lFl { i a 2 ; l\ i(k2r2 + k 2 . r 2 j) d rxdr2 . (6) 
Using the contour integral representation [2]
,F, (ia;l;z) = (1 /2«t) J e * p«x,t) dt (7)
where p  (a ,f )  = r l+,a
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in (6), we get
I = (2 m ) ' 2 J J d tx dt2 exp[f(*0 -* ,) .  r, - i k 2. r 2 -  k r2] (1 / r, -  M rn ) 
x expfi'f^^r, +fc,.r,) + it2 (k2r2 + k 2 . r 2 )] p (-a , , t x) p ( a 2 , t2 ) d rxdr2
=  [A -  h \  (8)
We can evaluate analytically the integral /j which involves the interaction 1/r, and show 
that its contribution is negligibly small. After performing the integrations with respect to r, 
and r2 we have
'■ "  ^  Jr f  I-".'* ,
[[{*0 -  (1 -r ,)} 2 + ( tj- iV i )2] x + (A -  ik2t2 (9)
On carrying out the contour integrations we get
/, = 16^  [ ( * „ [jJ-tf-iO,]"' A
Putting A = 1 after differentiation,
/, = I6x2 [(*0 -* ,)2]‘,' ,a' [*02 -*,2 -*0+p  x 2 [(1-z2) (*2 + 02] 
x [(^2+ 1 )]2+,a2
Since —> 0, /c2 —^  0 and \k0 \ = 1 at threshold, we finally obtain
lx = 87T2(z2 — 1) exp (-2iz,*0.* , - 2 z 2). (10)
The contribution of / j vanishes at threshold when it is multiplied by the normalisation 
factor e"*aK
Further, using the Fourier transformation technique, we can write /2 which involves 
the interaction 1 / r (2 as
h  = [&Orj [ ( l l 2 t t i ) 2j d t xd t2p ( - a \ , t i ) p ( a 2, t2) J ^  (11)
where /  = 8 J ds £j|s + fc0-ft,(l-r,)|2 + (7)-i/|*|)2j
x ||s + (l-f2)ft2|2 + (A-/f2*2)2}| ( 12)
Wc carry out the integrations in (11), differentiate the result with respect to A and rj, and 
obtain
/ = -3 2  z,J  ds[(l + z2 )s2 + l i z 2 { s .k 2 ) + l z 2s .k 2 -  (1 - z 2) (fcj + /)2]
x [(s + *0-*i)2] ' a' [(* + *0)2 “ *2 — 2*77*, ] I+'“'
x [ ( J + *2 )2 U 2 p !. [ S2 + (A - /* 2)2p  x s ' 2 (13)
In the expression [(s + A0 )2 -A 2 — 2 /rj/ci J 1 of (13), if we put s + k 0 -  k t = P  and 
consider the limit 77 —» 0 +, we get
Lt [(s + *0 )2 -/t,2 -2irj/t1| = P ( P - X - i O+ ) ,  whereX = - 2 k , .P .7J->0+ 1 J
On account of the negative imaginary infinitesimal phase -/0+, in the very snjall region 
where P <X,  we have
[(s+ * 0 )2 - * 12 -2ir?*1]-',+,a' = (- l)" e ,M‘P""+,a' ( X - P ) - n+,a'. \  (14)
Thus, the contribution of this region only is significant at threshold since the effect of the 
vanishingly small normalisation factor in (5) is compensated by the factor e m*'
present there.
In this small region, we can consider s 2 = , s .k 2 = ~ k 0 .k 2
Further in (13) when k2 —» 0, we can write
(s2 + A2 + 2 s .k 2 )"2+,“2 (.y2 + A2 -  2  iXk2)~l~,at
= (k$ + A2 ) -3 e[-2,*"t^ /^ +A2)] x £f[-2;M*<i+'13)] (15)
(since a 2 = z2lk2).
Considering only the dominant contribution, we get alter integration over the azimuthal 
angle and putting A = 1, k$ = 1.
/ = (87T/fc,) (1 -iC ) exp [ -z 2 -iC + ;ra , ]
2*, 2kx
X  J dP \P )-'-,a> J ( X - P ) - 1+i“« dX, (16)
e P+5
where C = z2k 0 .k2, and £, 5  are infinitestmal positive quantities.
Integrating over X, we have
I =  (8 jt/«z,)  (1 - /C ) exp [ - Z z - i C + n U f ]  J d P [ /T l_,B|
[(2 *, - P ) ia' -  5'“‘].
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2*|
Now Lt f dPP-'-'a' (2*, -  P)ia' = B (—iO |, 1 + i a , )£—>0+ J 1
£
and this as we know is proportional to exp (-  n a x).
So finally we have
/  = -  (8 ^ ,(1  - i C ) / z f )  exp [-z 2 - /C +  /ra,]
. x [ (5 /2 * ,) '“' -  ( 5 /£ ) '“■] (18)
and hence,
|Af|2 = (24 / 7T2) (*, / * 2 ) (z2 /z,3) exp ( - 2 z2) (1 + Z2 cos2 02). (19)
With the help of (19) we can easily calculate the triple differential cross sections.
To obtain the total cross section however, one should know explicitly the 
dependence of the effective charges z, and z2 on the momenta k\ and k 2 of the particular 
model to be used.
Jusl to illustrate the striking contrast of our new finding with the earlier view, we 
calculate here the total cross section for the Geltman model [3] of no screening (i) = z2 = 1) 
which is a simple model amenable to an easy calculation though it is not quite accurate as it 
does not satisfy the Rudge-Seaton condition. Substituting in (1) the expression for \M\2 of 
(19) with z , =Z2 = 1 and carrying out the integrations over k\ and k2 we finally obtain the 
threshold ionization cross section as
a  = (210 /3 ) exp ( -2 )£ 2. (20)
This square threshold law is quite different from Gellman's exponentially vanishing result. 
It should be noted that the Geltman model for the corresponding case of electron impact 
ionization yields a linear threshold law for the total cross sedion.
For electron impact ionization near the threshold, the Wannicr model [4] based on 
the classical theory, gives a threshold law o  ~ E] 127 for hydrogen atom which is in general, 
considered to be more or less satisfactory. Quantum mechanical extension of this model 
was attempted by Peterkop [5], Rau [6] and others. Klar [7] has extended the Wannier 
model to positron impact ionization and obtained analytically a threshold law E265 for 
hydrogen atom. Modification of the Wannier threshold law for small but finite energy 
excess above the threshold has been considered by Kazansky et al [8J. For positron impact, 
the Wannier threshold law is rather controversial. Dimitrijevic and Grujic [9] have obtained 
a threshold law a  -  E] 64 for positron impact ionization of hydrogen atom by their classical 
trajectory study. The classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculations of Wetmore and Olson
[10] on the other hand, agree with the power law a  -  E3 01. Temkin [11] by his quantum 
mechanical approach has arrived at modulated linear threshold laws both for electron and 
positron impact.
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At  the excess energy 1.4  eV  (lowest energy known to us) the experim ental value
[ 12 ]  (from  graph) is cr => 1.8  x  1 0 ' 17 cm2 nearly five  times the value 0 .35  x  10 -17 cm2 
calculated from (20). In view  o f  the fact that the sim ple Geltm an m odel is not accurate 
enough, w e do not expect a quantitative agreement o f  the calculated numerical value with 
experim ental result. H owever, w e note that both are o f  the sam e order o f  magnitude. No 
other theoretical value is available at such a low energy, to our know ledge. It should be 
noted that the W annier law does not give  the absolute magnitude o f the cross section which 
is required for a quantitative comparison with experiment.
Precise measurement o f the ionization cross section very close to the threshold, is 
urgently required for a com parison with the theoretical prediction o f  an adequate effective 
charge model.
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